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could. Everything he told me, he sit there and talked to, me for ho'ur or
two and still I can't remember .all of these things. I'd like to«go back •
and get his tape recording. And at the present €ime I'am working with Faye.
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And, which I have worked with her through this Adult "Education-Program with
the Indian people, which -Was sponsored,by the Oklahoma University at homes.
It has been pleasure to b& with her and work with her in everything, in the
way of Indian affairs. Stye seems* to know more about the Indians than I do,
at time.
(Not quite, Mr. Ned. )SANITATION, HEALTH, EDUCATION, WELFARE
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Well, anyway, I'nTdoing all I can in order to help the Indian people in the
sanitation program. As for that matter I started out as a

representation

.surveying the Chickasaw people in the Chicksaw Nation. But it has wound up
to where I am with the Health, Education and Welfare at present time. Or
something else, anything^that comes up why I have to go and visit my Indian
people.,
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(Well( then you're not just with the Sanitation Department?) '
s

, Not all together now. But I was to start with. But there'are so many,
problems. that comes up that where any official has any probleiy«to be solved
amongst the Indians, Well, they call on me to go and visit with all of the
Indian people. Of course, it makes it interesting.

I want to help them

land I want to help iiie officials of the Indian *Aff.airs in order to get all
f
!
ihe information that they will need. So, of course, I enjoy-doing it and
, I'm willing to go anytime they ask me. .
(I know when we were, going "around together recruiting adult education,
classes, I know all of them seem to like you. You could get. into their
homes.)
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Well even at that, anytime I stop and visiting the Indians in the community

